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Abstract: Ice is a mixture of ice (H2Oice), and ozone (O3), the latter containing the 
equivalent energy of 6-18 hydrogen (H) bonding strings (18.10-12mtr, (∆H=18pmtr) 
in the bonds between the oxygen atoms below 0°C. Solar ∆H-strings entering ice at 
and above 0°C generate closed isentropic adiabatic energy circuits between O3 and 
H2Ogas molecules across the ice/gas interface (igi) of ice. This isentropic energy 
exchange can be described as RC-circuit with given RC-time constant wherein R as 
anti-energy sec/C is the inverse-energy of capacitance C (Coulomb, Joule). Solar ∆H 
strings splice H2Oice between 0°C≤T≤100°C like γ ray's by Coulomb interaction in 
igi. It causes instantaneous, by logarithmic bijection, grid-wise distribution of the gas 
buffer monopoles H+ and OH- in the gas space of melting ice. ATP-energized 
proteins exploit this grid for biological information processing, by generating closed 
ATP-energy circuits in the grid. These ATP-energy dependent circuits allow 
proteins to retrieve by logarithmic bijection triplets of electromagnetic information 
stored on a genome acting as energy choke coil (solenoid), or to set up any other 
active energy transport pathway with triple information content like for example 
salt or fluid transport by 3Na/2K-ATPase proteins. This highly specialized kind of 
solar energy dependent bio-activity could evolve in the past due to the simultaneous 
(bijective) generation of bio-sediments like oil, gas and carbon serving as hot sink 
for negative bonding energy (½e-), and O3 in ice as cold sink for positive bonding 
(½e+) energy. The recirculation of O3 through the atmosphere thereby offered, in 
addition, a protective shield against surplus of universal γ-radiation. The mutual 
coupling of the 2 energy sinks strongly suggests that exhaustion of the terrestrial 
energy reserves automatically will lead to a depletion of ozone stored in polar ice.  

 
Fig.1 H2O molecules contain 2 protons (H+) and a single oxygen  (O2-) atom. ∆H 
bonding strings of 18.10-12mtr (18pmtr) length, entering a water molecule from 
space, settle in the bonds between the O2

- and H+ atoms, causing the protons to be 
stored as bonding string energy in ozone molecules. The ozone molecules cause the 
increase of volume (∆V) of freezing water when 3O2 molecules are converted to 2O3 

molecules. At and above 0°C 1moleH2Oice is getting spliced as electromagnetic 
monopoles H+

gas and OH-
gas

 in the surface ice/gas interface (igi) of ice. Water is a 
mixture of H2Oice and H2Ogas. Solar energy (Cal/cm2) generates 3.10-2C.cm2 (30mCH++OH-)gas per mole 
spliced H2Oice , which,  by logarithmic bijection instantaneously is stored as inversed electromagnetic 
energy (sec/C) grid-wise as capacitive 'current' in the matrix of ice. Thus, energy is stored in water per 
meter (sec/C) and cm (C/cm) according to the laws of Maxwell in a volume 0.1ltr per ltrice. It is shown that 
conversion of solar capacitance into heat across water by reversible isentropic sublimation of ice into gas is 
a natural logarithmic process. It is a closed electrical circuit, which means that any intervention, electrical 
or mechanical, will alter the ice or gas state of the molecule.  



 
Introduction:  
 
The majority of universal matter is made 
up by hydrogen (protons H+) atoms, 
which move in an almost empty universe 
as capacitance C from low to high 
electrical potential, for example in water 
they move in steps ∆H in the picomtr 
range of γ-rays (∆H=18.10-12mtr). As such 
it seems that the electrical potential of the 
protons (energy) increase for every step 
they make. It requires that the electrical 
potential (Joule, energy) of the bonding 
units needs to be reset once in a while. 

Otherwise the units won't proceed. Water, as shown here, is a very appropriate 
intermediate for that potential reset because the capacitive potential steps of the 
proton are allowed to sum up in the H2O molecules to a maximal ∆H capacitance C 
of 18.10-12mtr, a length that formally is known as the bonding distance ∆H of 
protons (fig.1). These ∆H-strings represent free electrical potential or gas and the 
capacitance-reset (here also referred to as phase- transition) can be studied best in 
melting ice because it is known that the gas space 
of ice suddenly reduces to 0.081ml per ltrice at 
T=0°C (Table 1, fig.2a,b)1,3,4. Ice seems to be 
unique in a population of 15 million known 
compounds by exhibiting a volume decrease at 
T=0°C when heat is added. By observing the 
volume change in detail it appears that per ltrice a certain volume of gas is 
'exported', 0.0809ltr (Table1), in exchange for the import of 1mole buffer ions. This 
buffer concentration, standard in every ltr water, is denoted here as the free (gas) 
electro-magnetic monopoles (OH-

gas) and (H+
gas) with given energy content C (Volt, 

Joule). We furthermore assume, as working hypothesis, that the buffer ions are the 
result of solar H2Oice splicing in igi (fig.1) and that the buffer ions get distributed as 
electromagnetic 'current', which is defined as sec/C being the inverse of the 
potential energy C of the buffer ions, in the bulk of ice (fig.'s 1,3). Thus, solar energy 
inversion from C to its inverse sec/C is confined grid-wise to a volume of 0.1ltr 
(100cm2 H+ plus OH- current (sec/C) generating a potential of 1Volt.cm) per ltrice as 
is demanded by Maxwell's laws for electromagnetism (fig.1). This rather 
hypothetical splicing of one mole H2Ogas in igi yields 30mC electromagnetic 
capacitance (Joule, fig.1). However, when we come to calculate the exchange ratio of 
gas (energy) in igi we suddenly possess an extremely compelling argument that 
indeed the supposed gas-energy exchange is the basis for the 'anomalous' volume 
response of ice at T=0°C. This energy exchange ratio is 2.7 and that value strongly 
suggests that the base number of natural logarithm determines the capacitance reset 
(or energy inversion) of solar ∆H strings in igi (Table 2, fig.2c). 



Fig.3 18∆H bonding strings of 18.10-12mtr length each act as γ-rays when they 
serially splice by Coulomb interaction 3H2Oice molecules in the surface of 
water into the electromagnetic gas buffer monopoles H+

 and OH-. It enhances 
the free electrical potential energy of the electromagnetic monopoles with 
3.10-10C.cm (3.10-10Volt/cm). According to bijection the units displace the 
protons inversely with 3.1010cm/sec per sec 3H2Oice at a speed c 
(3.105km/sec). Thus the maximal bonding energy (sec/C) is inverted into 
capacitance C (phase shift) when the strings generate an electrical field E with 
strength 3.1010Voltcm/sec perpendicular on the direction of the 'current'. In 

fact the strings exercise a proton force q+.E  in their own generated electromagnetic field while the 
monopoles stay put in this bijective interaction. The potential energy m.g.h of the strings with relative mass 
m=1 becomes q.E.s (mc2), assuming that g stabilizes at a value of 3.1010cm/sec in vacuum. The serial 
Coulomb bonding energy (1/3Mjoule/sec.grammole, see results) is inverted into heat, 81kCal/moleH2Oice, 
(1Cal=4.18Joule), at the moment of the impact 
   
A characteristic of natural logarithm is bijection with the following definition 
(textbook): if f(x) is any function and g is its inverse then g(f(x)) =x and f(g(x)) = x. It 
says that the inverse function g is undoing what the original function f does. As such 
is the melting heat of ice, 81kCal/ltrice (textbook), not used for the melting of ice but 
for the export of 0.081ltrice and import of 1mole buffer gas4. The exchange ratio for 
the evaporation of the ice (1MCal/fig.2d) and the import of buffer (1Mjoule) is 
exactly 1Cal/Joule. And that is required for bijection because 1Cal is not equivalent 
with 1Joule (1Cal=4.18Joule), which means that the numbers are not alike. Bijection 
means that for the function f to have a valid inverse g it is a bijection only and only 
then when f is onto and f is one-to-one (textbook). Thus when a set of water 
molecules x with given energy x is getting spliced in igi , then somewhere else a 
volume-set of molecules H2O y with energy x is allowed to disappear simultaneously 
in conjunction with the spliced molecules. However, the exchange is not definitive 
and must be reversible because the numbers are different. Translating that to a 
biological system it means for example that 2 3Na-2K-ATPase enzymes, each 
hydrolyzing a discrete amount of ATP-bound energy, are able to set-up a closed 
electrical circuit across biological cells, which is not influenced by any other ATP-
using system as long as the circuit exists, with a net output in numbers (admittance). 
These enzymes transport indeed 30mC/cm2 Na++Cl- salt (15nEqNaCl/ltr) in 
Joules/mtr in return for energy consumption (Calorie) of the enzymes (fixed volume, 
fig.2h) as has been shown previously1-3. Hoever, it is not a definitive transport 
because sooner or latter the accumulated numbers must dissipate (bijection). 
Another example is the conversion of energy into numbers in the ribosome/DNA 
circuit. For example the ratio of imported buffer gas (30mC/cm2 H+,OH-) per mole 
H2Oice is 1.65 (fig.2f). It suggests that gas can be 'choked' in ice while the natural 
logarithm of this gas to number (RNA) exchange is 0.5. This latter value means that 
the protein H+ and OH- terminals can be exploited as fixed gas ions in a volume to 
probe 0.5 double strand DNA loops as equivalent igi energy choke-coils (the DNA is 
acting like igi) This DNA is indeed coiled up as solenoid in units (nucleosomes) of 
1.65 windings, which is required to choke the ribosomal current of 1.65C/moleice . 
This calculus strongly suggests that proteins exploit the DNA as kind of hard disk or 
hologram to uniquely replicate themselves (epigeneity) with help of ATP-energy 
spending ribosomes. Thus, proteins in nature discovered long time ago that fixed 
double-strand DNA charge is the perfect medium to return (by bijection) requested 



RNA information, simply because RNA buried as inversed capacitance in ice has the 
same energy content as the adressed free electrical counter-DNA strand (fixed 
charge, fig.2i) in a double DNA strand (the ice is breaking up the DNA double 
strand). That system returns information of protein composition as H++OH-

gas per 
meter at an accelerated rate of 1ltrH2Ogas/cm2.sec.sec. It yields 10mtr/sec2 (the 
gravity constant, proteins are manufactured in the absence of gravity) pure RNA 
information. However, biological energy is a potential energy that is obtained in 
exchange for anti-energy (ozone) stored in ice. Because actually it is not 4.5mole 
H2O that is exported from the bulk of ice (fig.2e) but it is ozone (O3) that is is 
exported when ice is melting. The stored ozone disintegrates at and above T=0°C 
(1.5moleO3 yields 4.5moleH2Oice), while the gas space is filled with 3mole dissociated 
(H++OH-)gas  entering the gas space, and 1.5mole associated H2O leaving the gas 
space1-3.  Thus RNA information stored in ice,  is getting exchanged in DNA for 
ozone stored in ice (bijection). It means that the ozone disappears at the very 
moment that the potential energy of generated biological mass as result of genomic 
RNA-number exchange is going to disappear. Hence, when oil, carbon, and gas 
disappears also the ice stored in the poolcaps will disappear. Due to logarithmic 
bijection the ice-mass contains ozone as anti-energy of the biological energy.  
 

Results: 
 
The crucial role in ice is played by ozone O3. 3O2 
generate 2O3 molecules and solar bonding strings 
entering the bulk of freezing water initiate this 
reaction. The strings move in steps of 18pmtr at 
an average distance of 99-117pm (mean 
108pmtr), from the O2- ion (fig.3). The bonding 
strings settle in the bonds between oxygen atoms 
of ozone as anti-energy, maximal 3x6∆H units can 

be stored in the oxygen bonds of ozone (fig.4) at T=O°C. The storage is causing the 
volume increase at the edge of water, thus in igi, when electrical bonding energy is 
converted into volume. The electrical energy of the 1mole H+ and OH- buffer per 
liter water does not disappear when the buffer ions fuse, but the energy is by a 
Maxwell/Faraday operation converted into volume anti-energy in igi (fig.4). In ice 
between 0°C to 100°C we have another situation because now ozone in the bulk of 
ice falls apart in this temperature range due to solar bonding energy but the splice 
products OH- and H+ only can be generated at the edge of melting ice in igi (fig.3). 
Thus, when more buffer ions are generated in the melting process an inversed 
‘quasi’ current sec/C of buffer ions is generated that run perpendicular to the 
surface into the bulk of water although the ions stay put. It is the only way to let 
both ions move uphill their potential gradient. It 
suggests that energy of the strings ∆H is getting choked 
in the volume of the H2Oice molecules perpendicular to 
igi, while the bonding energy gets assigned as potential 
energy sec/C.cm2 to H+

gas and OH-
gas (fig.3). This 

conversion of ∆H into potential energy sec/C takes place 



as identity shift or phase shift, and the volume V therefore can be seen as being the 
equivalent of the dielectrical vacuum of a capacitor. From an electrical point of view 
neither volume nor capacitance can be further specified in this vacuum and the 

energies of the two entities Volume and C therefore 
get exchanged in whole natural numbers while both 
entities stay put, otherwise the sum would not be 
zero. Thus, the sum of C.δV+V.δC is zero and solving 
this equation shows that the energies of V and C get 
exchanged in the vacuum in the ratio 2.71, the base 
number e of natural logarithm (Table2). The 
volume, Vgas=0.08018ltr/ltrice is known because it can 
be evaluated from the volume change of melting 

water and the value of therefore becomes 30mC(H++OH-)gas/sec. This value can also 
be obtained theoretically (fig.'s 1,2c). The exchange of energy as sublimation of 
volume into capacitance or vice versa is mutual (reciprocally isentropic) because the 
base number of natural logarithm holds that f from set X to set Y is bijective if for 
every y in Y there is one x in X such that f(x) = y. It means that capacitance (energy) 
is undoing the volume and vice versa. As result we have a closed energy circuit 
wherein sublimation C and condensation (sec/C) are inversely related as if they were 
players in an electrical RC-circuit with exception that R is not figuring as resistance 
but as inverted energy per second (sec/C). 
 

Fig.6 Model heat exchange by natural logarithmic bijection across a 
volume of 1ltrice between 0°C≤T≤100°C. The ice melts at t=0°C due to 
parallel splicing of 3moleH2Oice into 30mC(H++OH-)gas by ∆H bonding 
strings from space. It yields a surface electromagnetic capacitance of 
30mC/cm2. This capacitance increases with a factor 10 to 0.15mCltrice 
when it distributes as gas in a volume of 0.1ltrgas per ltrice. Subsequently 
this capacitance increases with another factor 10 to 1.5C per 
5.5moleH2Oice (1.5C/0.1ltrice) when the gas assembles as H2Ogas to 
precipitate in 3 steps of 0.5C/5.5ltrice back to the surface as H2Oice over a 
distance of one meter at the expense of -0.083Joule (Rgas/100). Note that 
5.5ltrice is equivalent with a volume of exactly 0.1ltrice and that the ions 
furthermore stay put in the entire circuit as is demanded by bijection. It is 
because H2Ogas first has to transfer its heat content (scalar) to any 
neighboring molecule, beyond the circuit before it is converted from a 

gas to ice molecule (+0.083Joule/mtr). In 3 steps of 27.7mV1. Inversion of capacitance into heat (calories) 
of invading bonding-strings across the water molecules is realized in a closed circuit of isentropic adiabatic 
sublimation and precipitation of H2O molecules.  
 
18∆H Bonding strings with maximal energy content (18pmtrC/sec each) splice sets 
of 3serial H2Oice molecules at T=0°C while generating an electromagnetic surface 
capacitance of 30mC(H++OH-)gas/cm2 in the ice/gas interface of water (fig.1, Table2). 
This serial splicing by Coulomb interaction of 1mole H2Oice (1.02MJoule, textbook) 
apparently requires 81.33kCal (1.02M/3x4.18, 1Cal=4.18Joule)4 while the water in 
the volume of 0.081ltrice apparently is frozen. Thus, the ozone disappears when ice is 
melting but its volume still exists in melted water. The melting heat of ice therefore 
symbolizes the disappearance of 0.081ltr ozone as gas, and a proton furthermore is 
equivalent with 3parallel ∆H units. 



 
The bijective volume response in igi is related to 
the apparent disappearance of O3 as gas when ice is 
melting, and to the apparent uptake of O3 in ice 
when water is freezing (O3 is part of ice). O3 
molecules originate in ice because the + and - 
buffer ions cannot fuse without a volume-
intermediate accepting the capacitance as heat 
(fig.4). It would conflict with the rules of bijection 
also because the two species OH- and H+ carry 
identical although repelling bonding charges (spin 
up). Below zero 0°C we observe that H+ ions 
virtually can be taken up as 3∆H-parallel bonding 
distances as energy rich bonds in the 'Faraday 
cage' of 3 hydroxyl OH- ions (Fig.'s 4,12) by a zero 
electrical vector operation (Maxwell). It results in 
the formation of ozone in ice. Thus, by a 2-step 
action all protons of 6H2O molecules are finally 

disappearing as cold anti-energy (e+) in the oxygen bonds of 2O3 in ice (containing 
18 virtual ∆H units). The disappearance of charge is symbolized by the (known) 
volume increase of freezing water. Thus O3 as intrinsic component of ice serves as 
energy accepting intermediate in the closed energy 'RC-circuit' inversion of current 
(sec/C) into capacitance C. Bijection in this logarithmic circuit requires 6H20ice 
molecules that generate first 3O2 and sub sequentially 2O3 in the well-known ratio 
3/2 (Fig.5). At and above 0ºC the potential anti-energy (e+) of these O3 molecules is 
inversed into a serial volume current (sec/C) of 3x.0.5CH2Ogas per 2O3 per sec per 
mtr (/100, fig. 5). The potential work to transfer this volume requires -0.083C/mtr 
(R/100cm=0.083Joule), which is the potential energy required by 5mole 
H2Ogas/0.1ltrice in the gas state precipitating as 6molesH2Oice/ltrice into the ice state 
(0.5C/6H2Oice = 0.083C). This 83mV is generated in 3 steps of 27.7mV each1. That 
potential energy is delivered as by solar bonding strings as direct DC, provided that 
the energy is transferred to another molecule. Otherwise the molecules stay put 
because the volume/energy content is 30mlgas/0.083C and the surface energy/volume 
content is 30mC/0.081ltrgas. These ratios proof what bijection is meant to be. Thus, 
by conferring their heat content to the surround the H20gas molecules gain 
momentum by the DC-current of solar strings while tumbling (spin-up spin-down) 
into the ice state at a speed of 10mtr/sec2 (gravity) and closing the H20gas/ice circuit. 
 
Water is a mixture of ice and gas, able to convey solar heat while doing and undoing 
itself in an inverted process of isentropic sublimation and condensation. However, 
net heat transport is initiated by the environmental intervention because by itself 
the water mixture between 0°C and 100°C can be considered being a 'plasma' of ice 
and buffer ions wherein the latter stay put. Upon intervention by the environment 
the H+ and OH- gas particles confer their energy to the surround, while for a 
fraction of a second becoming a H2Ogas molecule. After this molecule has donated its 
energy to a neighboring ice molecule it gains momentum while freezing and 



tumbling associated (spin up/down) in the vacuum as H2Oice molecules. Their 
potential energy is minimized while falling back to the surface at an accelerated 
speed of 1ltrice/cm2

.sec per sec (10mtr/sec2) stabilizing at 3.105km/sec fig.3).  
 
The hidden 3 discrete levels of potential energy in water 
can be unmasked by fast cooling (∆T) membranes of 
biological cells expressing the enzyme 3NA/2K-ATPase5. 
This cooling reveals 3 discreet, serial, energy levels in the 
cytosol matrix of biological cells, and each level amounts 
to 27mVolt (Fig.7a). A cooling block on the ATP energy 
supply of the enzymes is followed by dissipation of the 
positive Na+-voltage gradient (H+) in the matrix of water 
across the volume input impedance of a DC-voltage measuring device. The voltage 
drop is equivalent with R/100 Joule in 0.1ltr and the potential energy of water is 
therefore 0.83Volt/ltr (the empirical redox potential is merely 0.81Volt due to solar 
activity in the background3). It supports the notion that heat (calories) is 
transported in melted ice in Joules per meter (fig.6, Table 3). Boiling of water 
therefore costs 105Calories per liter or 105Joule/mole, the latter figure being familiar 
as the well-known Faraday constant4. Heat furthermore distributes as parallel 
bonding capacitance below 0°C and above 100°C in a H2O molecule. The total heat 
to gas all ice in 1ltr requires therefore 3x180kCal (540kCal/ltrice) and this value is in 
agreement with the empirical established value (textbook). When boiling the total 
heat of the 2mole H and OH buffer ions are conveyed to H2Ovapor molecules in an 
exchange ratio of 540kcal/2.105Joule (105Joule/ltr is Faraday’s constant). This ratio 
yields 2.718ltr/moleH2O4 as is expected for a bijective process (see discussion). In 
case of freezing the heat is getting distributed as parallel capacitance in the bonds 
between the oxygen molecules of ozone. It inverses the melting heat with a factor 3 
to 27kCal/ltrice (81/3=27kCal)4.  However, as 'parallel heat' a calorie now needs to be 
displaced over a distance of 300cm (9/10x30=27) in 10 sub-volumes instead of 100cm 
while only protons contribute to heat conductance in frozen water. Hence, the 
absolute minimal temperature is 81cal/3-300°C or -273°C (0°Kelvin) and the heat 
capacitance of ice below 0° becomes 0.5cal/gram. These figures are all empirically 
established (textbook).  
 
The splicing process in the ice/gas interface of H2O in melting ice yields a pH value 
of 7, which is the negative logarithm of the concentration of H+ or OH- ions per ltr: 
10-7mole/ltr. Faraday's constant shows that 10-2C is equivalent with 10-7molH+/ltr, 
which means that an electromagnetic capacitance of 3.10-2C per meter in case of 
logarithmic bijection becomes equivalent with an inversed molarity (Volt.cm) of 
102x107x107x107=1023 molecules ice per cm/sec generated by 3moles H2Oice in series 
in one ltrice.  Avogrado's number is 6.1023, thus it takes 6∆H (1Q+) units to splice 
1H2Oice, as expected (fig.'s 1,4,12). It shows that 1moleH2Oice is equivalent with 
10-23moleC/sec. From Faraday we know that 10-23mole is equivalent with 10-18C, 
thus 1 molecule H2Oice is equivalent with 10-18/6 or 1.67.10-19eVolt (in Coulomb). 
6∆H units furthermore are equivalent with one electronVolt (1eV) which means that 



magnetic monopoles like H+(½eV) and OH-(½eV) can exist only in closed 
electromagnetic energy inverting circuits, which look like RC-circuits.  
The buffer capacitance in melted ice is distributed grid-wise by natural logarithmic 
bijection. The capacitance varies between 30mC/cm2 in the surface to 1.5C/0.1ltr in 
the bulk (fig.5) and this capacitance can be passed on by induction to a substituting 
ice molecule from the surround, in case that the status quo is distorted (fig.7b). The 
energy content of the grid does not alter due to logarithmic inversion. Biological 

enzymes take advantage of the stable grid (at constant 
temperature) by injecting ATP-energy (heat) into the 
surface or into the bulk of water in exchange for the 
free electrical potential of ions (e.g. Na+, Cl-, RNA. 
These enzymes exploit the properties of hysteresis or 
induction of electromagnetism. An enzyme exploiting 
the different ‘volumes’ of current in a Kirchoff- (1ltr) 
or Maxwell-space (0.1ltr) generates induction (Fig.7b). 
The action of the enzyme 3Na/2K ATPase is based on 
this principle. The gas export is 4.5moleH20ice/30mCgas 

across igi  (fig.2e), allowing 2 enzymes in series to pump 2.25mole/15mC across igi as is 
shown in fig.7c1. The enzyme cation (related to ∆H) ratio is 3/2 (fig.7c) because 
30mC(H+ and OH-)gas is generated per second by 1moleH20ice. This 3/2 ratio is 
furthermore directly related to the 3O2/2O3 energy exchange in water between 0 and 
100°C. Also ribosome's exploit induction to send volume (RNA) information to a 
"DNA-surface" composed of double strand DNA. In fig.5 is shown that 3x 
0.5Cgas/5.5moleH20ice (note that 5.5mole ice is equivalent with 1/10th of a ltr) per 
codon (triplet) can be sent to double strand 'surface-DNA' as capacitance in a ratio 
of 3RNA+/11molecules H2Oice the genome (fig.7d, see also fig.11). The DNA is 
responding by sending (OH-+H+)

gas information in return as ‘requested protein 
composition (RNA)’. The entire process is epigenetic, which means that not DNA is 
copying proteins but that environmental, surrounding, proteins exploit DNA to copy 
themselves by logarithmic bijection, in the absence of gravity3.  
 
Biological organs generate practically all-possible 
electrical circuits when exploiting the hysteresis and 
induction properties of water. For example, 3Na/K-
ATPase enzymes induce the uptake of salt with the 
help of ion channels in salt reabsorbing epithelia, or 
they induce secretion of water in water secreting 
epithelia, exchanging ‘gas’ ions like Na+ and Cl- with 
H20 ice molecules in a ratio of 10 (fig.'s 8,9)1-3. In 
nerve cells the enzyme displace discrete volumes of 
transmitter hormones across the membrane by hysteresis, exchanging C and sec/C 
information between the axon and dendrites to transport information across the 
surface instantaneous, with a refractory time of 0.01sec, across almost infinite 
distance  (fig.'s 7b,10)3.  
 



Induction furthermore underlies the epigenetic reproduction of proteins with help 
of 'surface double strand DNA' as substitute for igi in nucleosomes. The latter are 
present in endless numbers as smallest information units of DNA. Protein RNA 
information is sent by ATP-energy activated ribosome's as sec/C to the nucleosomes, 
which choke this energy in coils of 1.65 windings long (fig.'s 2f,11,12). The natural 
logarithm of the value 1.65 is 0.5 (fig.2f), which strongly suggests that RNA in ice 
does split the double strands on one side only (fig.2i). The energy is fully choked 
when iδV+V.δi=0, that is when a capacitance with length of 1018C/mtr is distributed 
linearly as 1023mole/10ltr. (1022mole/ltr). Solving the equation iδV+V.δi=0 yields a 
free potential energy distribution of 18/22Joule/ltr, which is 0.818Joule/ltr. 

However, this value does not exactly match the expected 
distribution according to the gas constant over a length of 
100cm per ltr (0.83Joule/mole, see RNA mathematics3). 
The difference is made up by solar energy, which can 
pass the nucleosome choke coil as DC-current. This 
passing of DC-current is a property of solenoids, which 
furthermore are known for their ability to choke AC-
currents (energy). DC-current does pass the choke coil as 
potential energy in exchange for ozone as anti-energy, 
and the latter is temporarily stored in polar ice as long as 
the potential energy of the natural resources exists. 
Furthermore note that the ratio 3RNA+/11H2Oice 
predicted by the gas/ice exchange across igi (fig.'s 6,7d) 
manifests itself in the geometry of the nucleosome (fig. 
11). The nucleosome therefore harbors the following 
algorithm 8/3+3/8 =3.042 being the sum of electrical 

impedance and admittance6. The sum is a slightly more than 3 indicating that the 
majority of the copied proteins are part of a closed AC-circuit and that only a small 
portion are copied on a more permanent condition because they generated by a DC- 
current of solar strings (see above). Thus, 97% of the natural proteins (regulatory 
proteins) get disintegrated before they can pass a membrane. Their information is 
fully choked as AC information in the nucleosome choke coil. However, little protein 
'information', 1.5% (0.042/3) can pass the nucleosome choke-coil as DC information 
in exchange (bijection) for ozone (It suggests, by inverted induction that 97% of 
universal energy is made up by proton energy). These proteins, the electrical 
equivalent of admittance constitute a living organism as potential energy (e-) and 
this energy requires anti energy because nature is doing and undoing itself at the 
same time, as demanded by logarithmic bijection. The significance of that counter- 
or anti-energy, ozone (e+), will be discussed. 
  

Fig.12   3OH-
gas ions act between 0- and 100°C like an active capacitance filter 

for Na or RNA cations. A triplet of OH- ions is able to house 9∆H-bonding 
units that are driven by induction into the bonds between the oxygen atoms. 
Due to the volume increase the filter gets frozen and an inversed ∆V/3cation 
volume signal is further transmitted in ice at the speed of light c. The filter has 
18 (2*9∆H) different degrees of freedom. A nucleosome can also be seen as a 
filter house with 10 degrees of histone-freedom (fig.11).   



Discussion:  Our results show that hydrogen-
bonding activity makes up the majority of 
universal energy (97%). Universal protons move 
in bonding steps that can be considered to be 
strings with given capacitance. Below 0°C these 
strings are stored as proton-energy equivalents 
(fig.3) in the bonds of ozone molecules in ice. It 
causes the volume increase of freezing water. 
Between 0°C and 100°C this formation of ozone 
is blocked causing its virtual volume (2O3) to be 
pumped across igi to the outside of water (δV/δI, 

fig.13). Simultaneously that capacitance is pumped back as real inverted 
capacitance sec/C across igi as volume ((δV/δI, 1mole=0.018ml). The sum of the total 
conversion must be zero (tables 1,4; fig.'s 2,6), which yields a volume (heat) to 
capacitance ratio of 2.718ltr/C or 2.718ltr/mole (fig.13). The virtual volume of ozone 
returns when water is evaporated and the capacitance of the buffer ions is inverted 
to heat. This heat is transferred in a ratio of 2.718ltr/C (Table3,4) to the H2Oice 
molecules in water, which become H2Ogas 
molecules with increased kinetic energy when 
water is boiling. Thus, water is a mixture of ice 
and gas and ozone is an intermediate for allowing 
the net transfer of water across igi (admittance) 
within the frameworks of the laws of electricity 
(Kirchoff) and electromagnetism (Maxwell).   
 
Solar bonding energy in water has the peculiar property that it can be inverted as 
equivalent proton mass by Coulomb-interaction as anti-energy in the oxygen bonds 
of ozone stored in ice. It also shows up as buffer capacitance in melted ice between 0 
and 100°C degrees centigrade and 3) it can manifest itself as kinetic energy of 
evaporated water (steam) above 100°C. Transport of heat through water is a time 
dependant event. Below 0°C solar capacitance is distributed as parallel H+ (not OH-) 
capacitance per 3meter, thus as 0.5Cal/gram in a range of 300°C (-27°C, Table 4). 
Above 0°C the heat is transferred as serial H+ and OH- capacitance per mtr 
(1cal/gram.°C). The solar bonding activity is furthermore the driving force behind 
all kinds of biological activity. For example it is driving glandular salt and water 
transport (fig.'s 8,9)1-3. Interestingly, this glandular activity has been described by 
string-theoreticians, being not familiar with biological activity, as foamy stuff7. 

Hydrogen binding activity is also the driving force 
behind protein-information processing through 
nucleosomes. It is show that DNA is nothing else but an 
electrical choke coil (fig.11)6. It is a hologram for 
environmental proteins to replicate themselves, which 
means that all biological activity is epigenetic activity 
and proteins therefore were first. It again noteworthy 
that these DNA choke coils, being submersed substitutes 
for igi, have been described by other theoretical physics 



(being neither familiar with biology nor with electromagnetism) as a world 
consisting of 10, may be 11 dimensions8. Solar activity furthermore enables the 
generation of hysteresis as the basic process that is driving nerve-signal 
transmission. It involves the instantaneous transport of volume along the surface of 
nerve cells3. This nerve signaling is instantaneous (10/sec), although the inversion of 
C to sec/C introduces a certain refractory periods in signal transmission. It is not 
surprising that hysteresis has been described by physics, being unaware of the 
volume aspects of electromagnetic hysteresis, as a universe of 4 dimensions, 
including one dimension of time. Also neuro-physiologists are unaware of the 
physical aspects of hysteresis because what they call long-term potentiation (LTP, 
evoked by 100Hz) or long-term depression (LTD, evoked by 1Hz) as sorts of 
memory intermediates are nothing else but the basic processes underlying 
information processing across all (nerve) cells. Above anything else the forgoing 
examples show that Baruch de Spinoza in his Ethics was right when stating that 
intelligent (design of) life is not supernatural but hidden in nature itself, especially 
when he wrote that those who have access to only parts of the truth will never be 
able to find the design. As such it is not a surprise, apart from the consequences, 
that specialists (condemned to be religious forever according to Spinoza) haven't 
been able to discover the natural logarithm property in water and especially have 
not been able to realize that bijection as intrinsic property of that natural logarithm 
has far reaching consequences for the environment. 
  . 

Fig.14 Solar H-bonding strings (e-) are bio-sequestered 
by proteins as terrestrial energy. It can be oil, carbon, 
gas etc, suggesting that proteins were first. This 
negative, natural, energy must have positive energy as 
counterpart (positive or anti-energy e+). Solar activity 
exchange across water is a natural step of logarithmic 
bijection. It means that any step is undone by a counter-
step. Thus, energy generation is undone by anti-energy 
generation. Biologic potential energy is the result of 
solar energy DC-current passing the nucleosomes as igi, 
and this DC current is exchanged for solar activity 
across igi that is stored as anti-energy in ozone in ice 
(see results). This ozone can be found in and above cold 
environments like the poles of planet earth, because our 
results show that ozone is an intrinsic component of ice. 
Energy and anti-energy cannot be separated (bijection). 
It is therefore not excluded that global warming is 
related to the exhaustion of the natural resources. 

 
Bijection of water, driven by solar activity, means that nature permanently is 
undoing what it is doing with water energy, bound to proteins or not. Solar splicing 
simultaneously generates a volume transport of 0.08108ltrice/30mC.sec and an 
inversed charge transport of 1moleH2Oice/30mC across igi. The total volume 
exchange is 2.718ltr/C, the base number of natural logarithm. Hence, across water 
identical energies of 105cal/C or 105C/mole are exchanged in a ratio of 2.718ltr/C. 
Thus, more H2O is melting or evaporating than that there is freezing when 
1Coulomb solar energy is crossing the surface of ice in a closed electrical circuit per 
second (Kirchoff). Ice formation therefore must be the result of an active process. It 



means that somewhere there must exist a counter store of anti-energy e+ when solar 
energy e- is bound and sequestered in hydroxyl and protons terminals of proteins or 
derivatives known as bio-sediments like oil, carbon, or gas (fig.13). And it is not 
excluded that the polar regions of planet earth are functioning as those counter 
stores as cold sink for anti-energy stored in ozone (fig.6), a compound that must be 
virtually intrinsic to ice, as the data in this report suggest. ATP activated ribosome's 
are able to bind and sequester solar energy in proteins and derivatives and that 
suggests that the beginning of bio-sedimentation of energy has been an essential step 
in evolution. It allowed sub-terrestrial biological activity to surface, due to the self-
generated protection against γ-rays (fig. 13)6. Exhaustion of the natural resources 
therefore automatically abolishes polar ice as storage facility of anti-energy.  
 
Unification of the weak and strong forces, separation of time and space. The volume of 
water molecules increases with a factor 10 when being spliced by solar hydrogen 
bonding activity into electromagnetic buffer ions with given energy (due to Coulomb 
splicing). This energy of the buffer ions is choked into surrounding water while the 
buffer ions drop from the higher volume into the smaller volume. Expansion and 
compression is a closed isentropic adiabatic process, which combines the laws of 
electricity, electromagnetism, quantum mechanics and gases. The process can be 
compared to electrons traveling between higher and lower orbits while absorbing or 
emitting discrete quanta of energy (Bohr). Nature exploits the water properties 
using the genome to splice energy in biological matter as negative energy (sec/C), 
and in ozone (C) as anti-matter or positive anti-energy. Separation of time (sec/C) 
and energy (C) allows storage of time and energy in separate places. Time (sec/C) is 
stored in natural resources and energy (C) is stored in ozone (volume) in polar ice. 
Exhaustion of the resources therefore is followed by disappearance of polar ice.   
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